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Universal protective equipment.
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Tre Asini Designs
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Crag Utility bag
26cm wide X 36cm high

• Light, but durable cotton twill on the
outside and lined in funky African
Shwe Shwe fabric.
• The perfect bag for your lunch, snacks,
stove, and/or tea kit. Or other nik-naks
you may need at the crag.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

r120
Harness bag

21cm wide X 38cm high
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• Light, but durable cotton twill
with a funky African Shwe Shwe
inlay on the one side.

33cm wide X 31cm high
• Light, but durable funky cotton
Shwe Shwe.
• Perfect for all helmet sizes.

• Perfect size and streamlined for
your climbing harness, or your
shoes.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

FaCe MasKs
• 2-ply cotton in funky designs.
• Kids and Adult sizes.

rope bag

1 metre diametre
• Durable hardwearing denim
on the outside and lined in
funky African Shwe Shwe fabric.
• Two grab handles for attaching
your rope and for carrying the bag
around the crag.

r50

• Pulls closed easily with a draw
cord and toggle lock, to a
neat package to fit in your
rucksack.
• Can double for many other household storage uses.

r550

All products come in multiple colours and designs.
Manufactured in Montagu in the Western Cape, South Africa.
For orders go to

www.treasinidesigns.co.za or email patsy@samountain.co.za
Trade enquiries welcome

Editorial

THE LOSS
OF A FRIEND AND
CLIMBING BRO

W

here do you find the words to express the
pain and deep sorrow at the loss of a friend
and climbing bro? It is not easy. And it is not
easy to accept that Teo is no more. Never again will we
see his smiling face. Never again will we chat to him
about his many projects, watch his passion bubbling
out with natural effervescence. Never again will I get
one of his busy and enthusiastic emails telling me
what he has just done and what his plans are for next
week and next month. Never again . . .
To say that the climbing community was shocked to
its very core at the sudden and desperately untimely
death of Teodor Iliev is a monstrous understatement.
We were all shaken beyond belief and left wondering
why? What? How? How can such a beautiful, fun
loving guy, so full of the joys of life, so talented and
loved so much by so many, be taken from us, and in
such a way?
It leaves us asking so many questions. What could
we have done to help avoid something so undeniably
sad and tragic from happening?
Teo burst onto the climbing scene quite a few years
ago, and quickly rose through the ranks to become a
very accomplished climber and mountain guide. He
climbed with a burning passion that I have seldom
seen, and was always ready to help and teach others
the way of the mountains.
He climbed big and impressive stuff here in South
Africa and also around the world, and of course in his
beloved mother country, Bulgaria.
In his work as a climbing guide, he was exemplary
in every way and just as passionate. As a fellow
guide, I used to sometimes pass work onto Teo, and I
remember the one time I asked Teo to take a German
client for a half-day of trad climbing on the Ledge.
The plan was to go up in the cable car, climb Jacob’s
Ladder and return via the cable car. When they
arrived at the lower cableway station, the cableway
was closed. Unperturbed, Teo whisked the client up
India-Venster and climbed Jacob’s. They got to the
top with some hours of daylight left, so Teo promptly
said, ‘Let’s do Atlantic Crag’, which they did, and
ended off with a moonlit walk down India-Venster,
back to their car. The client contacted me the next
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Teodor Iliev at the base of the Witteberg, after he and Andy Court climbed
the ‘Triple Challenge’. Photo HILTON DAVIES

day and raved about one of the best days of climbing
she had ever had. And that is Teo. That is the Teo
we all knew and grew to love. A sincere man of great
integrity. Never mind that it was a half-day job, with
half-day pay. Teo packed a full day into half a day
because of his passion as a climber and a guide, and
because he was one hell of a beautiful human being.
They say time heals, but I’m not sure how much time
is needed to get over the loss of someone like Teo. I’m
still in denial and wrestling with my feelings, like I am
sure many of us are. But what I can say with absolute
assuredness is that you, Teo, will always be hanging
around the crags with your climbing mates. And we
will talk about you around the campfire, for many
years to come. About your legendary enthusiasm and
passion, and your endless love for the mountains.
Deepest condolences to Teo’s family and friends.
Rest in peace bro. You have left an empty space in
all our hearts.
A full tribute to Teodor Iliev’s life as a climber will be
written by his close friends and published in the June
issue of SA Mountain.
Be safe in the hills

Tony
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FERNWOOD
FOR THE PEOPLE
An extraordinary
adventure in the
middle of a city
by HILTON DAVIES

Hilton Davies seconding the wild grade 23
pitch on the day of the first clean ascent.
Photo DAN MANNERS
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With a cord around the little
pine tree protruding over
the edge, we leaned out over
the 350-metre overhanging
wall that is Fernwood Face,
and started down on our first
abseil. Our next abseil was off
a prickly Cliffortia ruscifolia (or
‘climber’s friend’), which took
us further down the undercut
cliff. By placing numerous
pieces of gear we were able
to ‘keep the ropes in’ and we
landed on the long thin ledge
known as the Traverse of the
Eagles.
‘Okay’, Tinie said, ‘What
do you want to do? Pull the
ropes, or top-rope out?’
I took a good look at the
wall, took a deep breath and
said, ‘Pull the ropes!’
One hundred metres of
rope cracked down into space
and Tinie said, ‘Let’s go then.’

W

e had an exceptional 17
December in the depths of
the second Covid wave. The
50-metre headwall of Fernwood Face
was stupendous. The wall is overhanging,
the rock is fantastic, the situation is
incredible, and this was virgin territory
for humankind. At 350 metres, the wall is
huge, but the very steep slopes below the
wall enhances the exposure dramatically.
Our headwall outing was brilliant and we
went home delighted with our adventuring
and very excited about what we could
discern about the wall below us.
On Christmas Eve we were back. This
time to abseil the whole wall for a close
and critical inspection. We made it down
before curfew. On 6 January we again
abseiled the wall and worked out climbing
lines. Two days later we were back, hiking
in from Newlands to do a ground-up first
ascent – the day before we’d had a huge
fight about committing/not committing to
a night on the wall.
Over two days, with one night on the
wall, we did a majestic first ascent. But
there was a ‘but’. A few times the leader
had to sit on a piece of gear to excavate a
hold or a crucial gear placement. And we
were not happy about some prickly bush
and soily ledges here and there. All this
>>
would be remedied soon.
MARCH–MAY 2021
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“I’ve
seen him
dirty, but
this was
next level
stuff”
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Hilton Davies seconding the
immaculate 35-m grade 22 pitch 4

Fully-loaded, we were back at the top
of the route for 22 and 23 January. Yet
another fight ensued, this time involving
beer. On this visit our arsenal included a
spade, a saw and a broom, and we wielded
those implements with vigour. Tinie is
a fanatical route cleaner, and I’ve seen
him dirty, but this was next level stuff.
Unfortunately, an unwanted by-product
caused by a cooling updraft was sand and
dust being deposited on all the climbing
holds above us. But as we descended the
bottom part of the wall, in pouring rain,
we knew that the finishing touches were
being done by Mother Nature.
After clipping short our respective work
weeks again, we were back on Friday 29
January 2021. We Ubered to the cable
station, took the car to the top and hiked
across to the top of Fernwood, where we
brewed tea and did a big gear-sort in our
magnificent campsite in a little pine forest.
After stashing some food, water, raincoats
and assorted items for the post-ascent, we
jumped onto our revamped abseil route
that no longer relied on little trees and
bushes, and down we went to the Rooiels
Ledge for a great Friday night out on the
town (and tender phone calls to our loving
wives, Helen and Evelyn).
The Rooiels Ledge is a magnificent ledge.
It can comfortably sleep two on each end,
and it has a beautiful and very big rooiels
tree (red alder) growing in the middle. You
can happily unharness, get out of your
climbing paraphernalia and wander freely
from end to end. And the spectacle from
first light at around 04:30 is something to
behold as the sun rises 50 kilometres away
over the Hottentots Holland Mountains
behind Gordon’s Bay.
We had worked out that the extreme
right edge of the face offers rock that is
mostly excellent and at worst, acceptable.
This narrow vertical strip is bordered by a
visible fault line on the left, and Fernwood
Gully on the right. Fernwood Face is
shaped like a Zulu shield – tapering
towards the top and towards the bottom.
Due to this tapering towards the bottom,
Fernwood for the People, on its narrow
strip of excellent rock, does not extend
to the bottom of the face. The route starts
on the right end of the Graveyard Ledge
– a big broken system of ledges that cuts
across most of the face about 90 metres
up. Below this point one is into Fernwood
Gully.
Our stove was brewing tea before first
light on Saturday. An hour or two later I
arrived first on the Graveyard Ledge and

built a little beacon at the undercut base of
the first pitch.
Tinie arrived soon after and yet another
cataclysmic fight ensued. This one was
about the direction of the last 20 metres
of the abseil. Anyone hearing us would
have thought that there would be blood.
When all the shouting had been exhausted,
I tied in and hopped onto the steep wall to
start an incredible day. Immediately you
could be pulling the cruxes of Touch and
Go or Last Laugh. Wonderful climbing
on excellent rock continues up to the
ledge below the Long Thin Overhang on
the right edge, just a few metres from the
gully.
Tinie had the hard pitch 2 next. This
pitch was a critical find in getting around
the Long Thin Overhang. Some essential
cams are needed before doing difficult
moves around the right and up to the next
roof. A difficult rail then traverses out to
the left for about 6 metres until a mini
platform is reached. The pitch then climbs
a difficult vertical crack, then pinches out
for the last 5 metres offering no gear, until
a little sit stance is reached, making this
the most runout section on the route. Tinie
>>
styled the pitch.

Sam Nightingale seconding pitch 1 from the Graveyard Ledge during the second free ascent. Photo GARRRETH BIRD

Tinie Versfeld leading the airy crux pitch high up on
the route. Photo PETER WOOD
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Pitch 3 involves stunning moves over
steep white rock and then diagonally
up to the right to get into the middle
of the outward leaning right pillar that
overhangs the Gully. Pitch 4 climbs this
beautiful pillar, and crosses an ancient
piton with ab cord from some long
forgotten failed ascent. The pitch leads
up towards massive overhangs that bar
the way above, then climbs diagonally up
leftwards, across the big fracture coming
down the wall, and onto the smooth white
face up on the left. The fracture has highly
water-worn rock that looks dubious, but is
actually pretty good and offers very good
friction.
I got the stunning fifth pitch. It does
some beautiful and tricky climbing up
white rock with black streaks towards
the right, until it enters the big fracture to
chimney up it for 6 metres. It was at this
point that Tinie had previously done such
a mammoth cleaning job. After coming
out of this different and interesting feature,
the pitch regains the white wall to the
left and finishes up steeply to the Rooiels
Ledge. Quite tired, we’d have liked the
climbing day to be over at this point, but
at least we could have lunch and a rest.
We drank Game and brewed tea.
We filled ourselves on ham rolls, baby
potatoes and boiled eggs until we could
eat no more. Some excess baby potatoes
had to take the big flight. This one-hour
break gave Dan Manners and Garrreth
Bird a chance to move from low down on
Protea Buttress to the top, so they could
continue filming us on our ascent from the
Wormhole route.
Tinie did the re-start, and that start of
pitch 6 is truly wonderful. One leaves
the ledge from standing on the base and
roots of the magnificent big rooiels tree.
The dense foliage is a wonderful hue of
green and the shade is really welcome at
midday on this south-east facing wall.
The pitch offers brilliant climbing and is
impressively sustained. It finishes up on
the right-most edge of the entire wall, to
stance on a comfortable ledge. I took pitch
7, which involves a bit of a crank and pull
over a bulging wall, and then beyond that,
it was pretty easy going to get up to the
Traverse of the Eagles.
At this point we had to do the easy
Traverse of the Eagles under the huge
roofs, in the opposite direction to
Fernwood Precipice Direct and The
Prodigal. The traverse was made a little
bit tricky by the haul bags, but aside from
rolling and shoving ‘pigs’, the relocation

“The steep
break
gets the
breathing
going a bit,
and then it
gets wild”

MAIN: Hilton Davies leading pitch 7 on
the first free ascent on 30 January 2021
to get up to the Traverse of the Eagles.
BELOW: The final rappel to the start
of the route with pitch 1 in view and
Fernwood Gully to the right.
Photos GARRRETH BIRD

to the other end of the ledge is pretty
straightforward.
Pitch 9 is the ‘money pitch’. It climbs a
steep obvious break at the end of the roof,
but I stanced a few metres further on so
that I would have a full view of Tinie’s
dramatic lead coming up. The steep break
gets the breathing going a bit, and then it
gets wild. Tinie then did the many microadjustments required to lean off to the
right from a little layaway. With minimal
footholds on the smooth steep slab, and
1,000 feet of air beneath the heels, Tinie
got himself across to the featured part of
the slab that offers a tricky way up to a
good rail 5 metres higher. It is run-out, but
there is gear before going all the way to
the rail. The pitch continues to be brilliant
as it pulls through steep breaks and small
roofs until stancing 35 metres higher on a
rocky tower.

I had the last pitch, and with exhausted
body and mind I found the little grade-20
pitch really hard. Reaching our original
little abseil tree was such a relief. Tinie
came up and we tottered up the hill into
our very welcoming campsite. It was as
much as we could manage.
We brewed and ate and drank and
slept and woke and brewed and drank
and ate and then at first light, in pouring
rain driven hard by the wind, we carried
bitterly heavy bags up to Maclear’s
Beacon and then across the top of Table
Mountain to the cable station. Mr Uber
fussed about how we would wet his seats
and dirty his interior, but we were pliant
and tired . . . and deeply satisfied with this
astonishingly atmospheric big-wall climb
in the middle of the Mother City.
And we are still friends!

MARCH–MAY 2021
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HISTORY
Routes on Fernwood Face

Fernwood Gully
This serious and dangerous gorge to the
right of the face was climbed by George
Travers-Jackson and J. Hofner on 28
January 1906, utilising some interesting
tactics. It was repeated only about 70
years later by Mike Scott and Gabriel
Athiros, making the first ‘free’ ascent.
Fernwood Precipice (F3)
The first route to address the wall.
Climbs 90 metres up the face to reach
the Graveyard Ledge. It then traverses
three pitches out to the left to get onto
easier ground around the corner, from
where it does ten pitches to the top.
The route was opened by Rick Williams,
Barry Fletcher and Paul White in 1963.
Fernwood Precipice Direct (G1 A2)
This route repeats Fernwood Precipice
to get to the Graveyard Ledge, then
climbs the overhanging wall via a mix
of 14 free pitches and 4 aid pitches to
reach Traverse of the Eagles. At this
point the route traverses into Fernwood
Gully to then climb out via a few easy
pitches. The route was opened by Rick
Williams and Tony Chinery in April 1976.

Hilton Davies leading pitch 7 on 9 January 2021 when
the route was climbed for the first time before thorough
cleaning and using a few points of rest.
Photo ANDY BAXTER
12 SA MOUNTAIN.CO.ZA
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The Prodigal (24, A2)
This route follows a similar line to
Fernwood Precipice Direct but involves
very difficult modern free climbing, and
just one aid pitch to get around the Long
Thin Overhang on the left. The route
was opened by Marijus Smigelskis and
Donovan Burls over 20 – 22 November
2004.
The Graveyard Ledge was named
by Rick Williams, Barry Fletcher and
Paul White, the first ascentionists
of Fernwood Precipice. The ledge
is covered in blocks resembling
tombstones.
The Traverse of the Eagles was
named by Rick Williams and Tony
Chinery, the first ascentionists of
Fernwood Precipice Direct, because of
its very dramatic aspect high in the sky.
Fernwood Precipice Direct uses this
traverse ledge to get around the corner
onto easier ground next to the gully, and
thence up.
The second route to climb the wall, The
Prodigal, does the same, but Marijus and
Donovan referred to this traverse as the
Revenge of the Pigs in a reference to
their uncooperative haul bags.

LEFT: Tinie Versfeld (left) and Hilton Davies at Maclear’s
Beacon having completed the first ascent of Fernwood
for the People. Photo HILTON DAVIES

Fernwood for the People

IMPRESSIONS
by GARRRETH BIRD

Wait . . . where are we again?! The question
pushed itself into my thoughts yet again.
We were on the side of a huge cliff on Table
Mountain, but not on the famous Ledge. We
knew this view down on Cape Town’s Southern
Suburbs from hikes up the steep gullies in this
nook of the mountain. But we were now right
in the middle of the majestic wall that loomed
over them all.
Fernwood Precipice is properly steep. The
loose, scary nature of much of the wall has
fended off many who sought to claim a line up
its impressive height. Those that did manage to
establish something returned somewhat shellshocked by the experience. Fernwood grew in
our minds as something of a no-go zone.
Yet here we were, moving through a vertical
jungle, surrounded by verdant walls . . . but we
were climbing on clean, sustained, high quality
rock. How can we be enjoying ourselves this
much in the middle of a supposed choss fest?
Our position, dangling out over a dramatic fold
in the mountain’s lush south-facing side, felt
wild and completely new. The route draws to
a close with a fantastically exposed crux pitch
that juts out over the entire wall and takes
some puzzling to put together.
Sustained over most of its 250 metres, this
quality new route has no very hard moves,
but the steep and somewhat technical nature
of the climbing means it demands continuous
concentration and a fairly high level of fitness.
These two tenacious codgers have added
another excellent outing to their already packed
new-route CVs. Almost every experienced
Cape Town climber will tell you: ‘Ya, I’ve been
meaning to go and take another look at that wall
for years.’ Very few ever did.
As we walked back down in the gloaming,
we couldn’t shake the feeling that we
had whipped a solid, full-day multi-pitch
extravaganza out of our back pockets. What
a joy to know that this city has yet another
hidden gem in its already bulging arsenal. All in
all a fantastic day out on our secret backyard
big wall.

Sam Nightingale leading pitch 4 on the second free
ascent on 6 February 2021. Photo GARRRETH BIRD

Tinie Versfeld in deep concentration on pitch 9.
Photo ANDY BAXTER

MARCH–MAY 2021
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FACT FILE
Fernwood for the People **** (23)
FA: Tinie Versfeld and Hilton Davies. 30 January 2021

Hiking Approach: Start from the
Newlands Forestry Station by walking
to the south to gain the steep jeep track
only just in Kirstenbosch Gardens. Hike
up the track to gain the contour path at
approximately 400 metres. Turn right (to
the north) on the contour path and continue
over a short section of wooden boardwalk.
A little distance beyond, turn a corner to
the left to reach a jumbled scree slope of
big boulders. The Fernwood Gully stream
is a few metres further on. Hike up the
streambed, including a section where the
stream disappears underground, and go
up leftwards to find the streambed again.
Continue until the streambed ends in a
dense jungle and use a 15-metre tunnel up
to the right to get through the jungle. Head
diagonally leftwards up steep slopes and
then conglomerate boulders to clear the
forest, then traverse the steep slopes to
the left to gain the streambed in the wellformed Fernwood Gully. Head up the gully
and waterfalls, sometimes using the slopes
to the right, for a long way, until ending at
the base of the enormous wall. Climb three
pitches of gully climbing in the extreme left
of the gorge by climbing through trees and
then into the open gully. The third pitch
finishes with a section of worrying-looking
decaying stone that can be climbed safely.
Alternatively, it can be bypassed on the
right by climbing up the gully. Traverse
across to the big Graveyard Ledge on
the left, 20 metres below the Long Thin
Overhang.
Abseil Approach: Take the cable car
to the top of the mountain, then hike to
Maclear’s Beacon and then down Smuts
Track towards Kirstenbosch. At the first
big plateau 80 metres lower down, one is
level with the top of Wormhole Buttress
and Fernwood Face. A 10-metre-tall rocky
outcrop is found to the left of the path.
At this point, leave the Smuts Track and
follow vague paths towards the summit
of Fernwood Buttress about 500 metres
to the south-east. Immediately before
heading uphill to the summit, turn left into
a shallow valley and walk down it into
the pine forest. Bear left to arrive in a
beautiful campsite under an overhanging
rock face about 7 metres tall. In front of
the campsite, walk 15 metres down the
slope between the pines to arrive at the
precipice. A metre or two above the lowest
level is a little ledge on the left with a little
rock promontory to its left. Hold on the
good handholds to peer 30 centimetres
around the corner to see the top of the
abseil route that goes all the way to the
bottom of the cliff.
Abseil 1 50m: The lead abseiler must
descend with the rack and not much else.
Abseil to the broken ledge 12 metres
14
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down. Keep to the north (Protea Buttress
side) of the rocky tower and go over the
edge of the grassy slope. Place a couple
of directional pieces of gear to keep the
line tending northwards to gain 3 metres in
that direction on the descent, and to stay
up against the mountain. Get to the lip of
a huge roof underneath where a section
of steel-grey rock meets white rock in a
vertical line. Progressively place three
directional (small) cams below the roof to
gain the big ledge 4 metres lower. Traverse
easily to the next abseil point which is
visible six metres along the ledge to the
north. The lead abseiler must provide a
‘fireman’s belay’ to the second belayer who
will remove the directional gear and each
time will ‘ping’ out into space. The second
abseiler should use a locking abseil device
like a Micro Jul or make use of a Prusik.
The second abseiler should have the haulbag directly attached to the belay loop with
a quickdraw.
Abseil 2 50m: The lead abseiler must
descend with the rack. This abseil does
not do a diagonal, but as it is overhanging,
directional gear is required. Abseil to the
big ledge with the beautiful rooiels tree.
The next abseil point is one metre from
the tree. Most parties will spend a night
on this very attractive ledge on the south
(Muizenberg) side of the tree.
Abseil 3 60m: The lead abseiler must
place one or two pieces of directional gear
below the big roof halfway down to avoid
being stranded a metre or two out in space
at the next abseil point.
Abseil 4 50m: The fourth abseil gets
you to the Graveyard Ledge and the start
of the route. After passing the Long Thin
Overhang, either place directional gear
to the south to land on the Ledge (first
abseiler to watch the rope), or continue into
the gully and then swing/scramble across
the gap to get onto the Graveyard Ledge.
Start: The route begins on the Graveyard
Ledge approximately in the mid-point of
the Long Thin Overhang at a small cairn.
Start up a natural break approximately 15
metres from the Gully.
1. 25m 20: Climb the natural break and
horizontal rails most of the way to the
ledge, then rail right for a few metres
before climbing up to the ledge. Walk right
to stance near the end of the ledge at a
cairn.
2. 30m 22: Place vital cams in the roof of
the Long Thin Overhang before climbing
around it to the right. Climb up to the next
roof, then rail out left, around the corner for
another 6 metres to where you can stand.
At this point one is back above the start of
the route. Climb the crack for 10 metres,
then do a slightly runout section to a small
one-man sit stance.
3. 15m 21: Climb up diagonally to the right
to the obvious little three-finger pocket in
the white wall.

Step right and go up to the ledge 4 metres
above. Climb up diagonally to the right to
gain the ledge at an abseil point.
4. 35m 22: Climb straight up to the rail,
then go right for a few metres. Climb up
the immaculate and sustained wall for 20
metres towards the big roofs, passing two
ancient pitons while wending your way
up. Climb diagonally up towards the left,
to intersect the band of highly weathered
rock, then continue diagonally up across
the narrow, vegetated gully and continue in
this direction for a few more metres to get
to a comfortable little ledge with seating
for one.
5. 35m (22): Climb the beautiful white and
streaky wall diagonally up to the right for a
few metres, then continue up black streaks
on white rock until forced to step right
across the void into a bottomless chimney.
Climb the chimney until able to regain the
steep white wall on the left for the last 6
metres to the Rooiels Ledge.
6. 30m (22): Climb up directly from the
rooiels tree and continue straight up the
break until forced to go out left for a few
metres. Head up, angling to the right, then
traverse out right across a steep slab and
then up to the right to gain a ledge.
7. 17m (21): Start a metre to the left of the
arête and climb the bulging wall. Head up
and then diagonally left to get to the ledge
called Traverse of the Eagles (named by
the 1966 party that opened Fernwood
Precipice Direct) and one of the abseil
points.
8. 20m (10): Traverse left under the huge
roof until beyond it. Stance just before the
start of the tan/brown rock at the end.
9. 35m (23): Reverse a few metres along
the Traverse of the Eagles, then climb
the overhanging knobbly crack break
immediately adjacent to the huge roof. Do
a tenuous traverse to the right across the
steep exposed slab for a metre and a half
(just above the lip of the huge roof) to gain
a vertical break, then do very thin slab
climbing for 5 metres to a rail. This section
is protected by a Rock 1 or equivalent
small wire. Do a footless fingertips rail to
the right, until able to stand around the
corner.
Climb up and leftwards for 3 metres
to the small roof, then move a metre left
and climb the overhanging knobbly crack
break. Continue up for 6 metres to a roof
and pull through it going slightly leftwards.
Four metres higher, traverse a metre or
two to the right to gain a chimney and
climb this to a grassy ledge. Scramble up
to stance on top of the rocky tower on the
left.
10. 15m (20): Move a few metres left,
climb the corner and then the wall on the
left, and finish up the bottomless chimney.
Descent: Hike down Skeleton Gorge or
walk to the cable car.

Top campsite
10

I Abseil 1

9

Tinie Versfeld (left) and Hilton Davies catching a rest with a
cup of tea on the Traverse of the Eagles. Photo PETER WOOD
8

Traverse of the Eagles

7

I Abseil 2

6

Rooiels Ledge
5

I Abseil 3

4

3

USEFUL TIPS
Gear
Two 60-metre climbing ropes and a third rope to double-up as
a haul rope and a back-up rope in the event of an abseil rope
getting stuck.
Double rack of cams up to # 3, and one set of wire nuts. A set of
quickdraws and five slings.
Microtraxion to assist hauling the heavy load above the Rooiels
Ledge.
Water
There is no reliable water source on top of Fernwood Face. For
a cable car to cable car outing of the route including two nights
out, 6 litres of water per person should be adequate. The water
can be distributed at the Top Campsite, the Rooiels Ledge, and
at abseil points.
Escape
The abseil route extends straight down into the Gully and has
two further abseil points in the Gully to reach the bottom of the
wall. The hike down the forest gully below also requires a few
abseils.

BACKPACKS THAT
LAST FOREVER.

I Abseil 4

2

Locally made
ultra-durable
backpacks that
offer both comfort
and functionality.

Long Thin Overhang

1

Graveyard Ledge

Start of route

Photo TONY LOURENS

021 701 9448
north-ridge.co.za
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Valle Dell’ Orco

The Little Yosemite of Europe
by BERND ZANGERL
pics by JACOPO LARCHER
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I really wanted to boulder Grenzenlos, but
after the first hard part which can be done
with crash pads, comes the real crux.

Finally, Fred and I arrive.
We haven’t seen each
other for a while, so it’s
even nicer to explore a new
place with the potential for
new bouldering together.
Curious and excited, we
stare out the windshield
of the warm Hyundai bus.
Secretly we hope to get an
early glimpse of the rocks
from the car.
The headline ‘The little
Yosemite of Europe’
(Klettern Issue, 1994),
which brought us here
to Piedmont in Italy, is
really very promising. A
short time later, our wish
is granted, and we are
able to inspect the first
boulders a ‘mat’s throw’
away from the old road.
Fred and I stroll to some
boulders and are surprised
to find no visible traces of
chalk on them. Time and
again, we stop and marvel
at the geomorphology
of the valley. A granite
dream come true. Steep
rock walls fissured with
spectacular waterfalls. The
force and power of nature
are omnipresent, and
nature lovers are rewarded
with breath-taking views
of the high alpine scenery.
Already in the ’70s and
’80s, Valle Dell’ Orco was
a popular meeting place
for the climbing scene
of that time. Legends
such as Jim Bridwell and
Patrick Edlinger have
made adventurous first
ascents on the walls of the
Corporal and its smaller
brother, the Sergent. Clean
climbing at its best! Later,
with the emerging sport
climbing movement,
the valley fell into a deep
slumber. Not even visits
by Maurizio Ovigilia, Marco
Bernardi, Didier Berthold,
or Mr Honnold were able to
>>
change this.
MARCH–MAY 2021
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y memories, experiences,
encounters, and inspections
are still fresh. It seems like
only yesterday that Fred Nicole and I
carried out a first ‘quick inspection’ on a
warm early summer day. While sipping
cappuccino, we were on the look-out
for boulders to climb. When I returned
a couple of months later, autumn had
already coloured the landscape in a
beautiful golden yellow. Fred sadly didn’t
have the time to join me, because a project
in Africa required his physical presence.
I decide to visit the Valle Dell’ Orco on
my own. I load my bus with mats, and five
hours later I pass by the small village of
Noasca. Snowy mountain peaks welcome
me, and the sky is a bright blue. There’s
not a living soul to be seen, and I enjoy
the quiet of the valley. With rope, ladder,
and brush, I blissfully set off. Already
from the road, one can see a large part
of the Piedmontese Gran Paradiso that
consists of Augengneiss: a unique rock
that, in my opinion, is in no way inferior
to the Columbia Boulders.
The grips that I was able to make out
in spring proved to be plausible to hold
onto, and for the top-outs, there are few
good grips to hold on to as well. To put
it plainly, the bouldering on this rock is
powerful and technically demanding. It
took several days before I could apply the
necessary strength with the right feeling
of friction to be able to send the first king
line. El Salvador, in my opinion, is iconic
due to its grip sequences, moves, and
boldness. Likewise, Bravirabi, the line
immediately to the right of El Salvador.
Another nine years pass until the young
Ticino native, Giuliano Cameroni, finally
turned my latest vision on that rock into
reality – making the first ascent of Gran
Paradiso (8B/C). This unique sequence
of movements not only requires hip
flexibility but also sufficient strength in
the fingers. I spent a lot of time on this
rock that is situated in the shade, my eyes
looking longingly at the warm sun rays
and the rocks on the other side of the
valley. On my days off, I search for sunny
bouldering spots, and over the years,
a map of smaller and bigger sections
throughout the valley comes into being.
What remains today are memories and
names that I might list in a bouldering
guide before I forget them again. Self
Aperto, Under Pressure, Primetime,
Rokotronic, I Coloniali sds and 29 Dots.
The latter one I will probably never
forget. In 2015 I succeed with this
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“bouldering
on this rock
is powerful
and
technically
demanding”

LEFT & RIGHT: THE CRUX. after 7 hard moves,
without the opportunity to chalk, you have to put
the bird beak in, and move fast straight into the
crux where the crack only offers small crimps.

highball highlight. But for five years, I had
driven past this rock, spent the night under
it, but not even in my dreams did I think
of bouldering this wall.
It took my friends Alexander Luger,
Ray Demski, and some caffè corretto in
the Ristobar Gran Paradiso to convince
me of the opposite. At midnight we set off.
We park in front of the boulder and turn
the spotlight on the wall. The temperature
is ideal, and I can hold on to the small
sharp edges. The very next day I return to
the spot and do a closer inspection of the
wall with a rope. Barely visible, but there
are small sharp edges that, under good
conditions, make a line possible.
After I find a solution for the key spot
at the height of seven metres, I start the
first attempt – ground up! Day by day, I
climb higher, but unfortunately, also the
temperatures rise with every new sunrise.
With good conditions, enough mats and
spotters, I would be able to take the risk,
or rather, minimize it. Summer approaches
inexorably. Ray and Alex have left, and
I remain in Noasca on my own. After
a week of waiting, I am back under the
wall on May 27, 2015. Danilo, a friend
and mountaineer, is standing next to
me. Normally it is windy at this time of >>

Grenzenlos is one of the best climbs I have ever done.
Barbara Zangerl and I have climbed together so much in the past,
it was great for us to share this moment of action.
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Placing the birdbeak, the only real protection on the entire route.

day, but today there is not even a breeze.
Everything is quiet. There are three crash
pads at the entry point, and one mat has
been laid over the double T – a steel beam
that rises out of the ground left of the rock.
I go for the first attempt and fall from five
metres to the ground. It should actually be
time to call it a day now, but I say ‘ancora
una volta’ to Danilo, clean my shoes and
start again. 120 seconds later, I reach the
exit, sit down in the green grass, and look
at the snow-covered peaks. 29 Dots, my
highest boulder, I think to myself. Even
the local community administration heard
about the spectacular ascent and finally
had the steel beams, that had been stored
there for years, removed.
I mostly spend the starry autumn nights
camping at the foot of the 500-metre high
Caporal, the main wall and magnet for
multi-pitch-fetishists. Sometimes you get
the feeling of being in the Himalayas.
Especially in late autumn when the bar
and hotel owners close their doors, and
the tourists leave. It’s only rarely that I
meet other people. Mostly it is hunters and
shepherds who cross my path and watch
me curiously while I climb the boulders.
For dinner, I usually drive to Sabrina and
Sandro in Noasca.
The Ristobar Gran Paradiso is an ideal
starting point for climbing and bouldering
in the Valle Dell’ Orco. The food served
in the Ristobar is another reason to visit
the valley. I am a regular guest at my
Italian family. Despite language barriers,
wonderful friendships have developed
over the years. Sandro, Sabrina, Danilo,
Pietro, Andrea and Domenica make sure
that I can not only concentrate 100% on
my projects but also enjoy the food. I still
enjoy camping in my bus, but after the
family offered me a room, I mostly sleep
in the village. Especially in late autumn
when it has already become considerably
cool in the valley. In the meantime,
my knowledge of Italian has reached
elementary school level, and if you are
lucky, you might see me behind the bar
and I will make you a cappuccino.
October 2020
Ten years have passed since my first visit
with Fred. As always, I sit very relaxed on
the balcony of the Ristobar in Noasca. The
sun is shining on my stomach and Sabrina
brings me my espresso. Today I opened
the most beautiful line in Valle Dell’ Orco.
A gift made of stone to us rock lovers – a
10-metre-high smooth wall that is only
crossed by a thin seam which disappears

“if worse
comes to
worst, the
Birdbeak
could
hold”

in the upper part of the wall and appears to
be unclimbable.
A dream. Of course, this is always a
matter of personal taste. Whether or not
it is the most beautiful line depends on
your preferences, but the new creation
is certainly one of the wildest and most
difficult climbs. Many of my first ascents
have been daring. I would not have
thought that I could surpass 29 Dots, but I
have the feeling that this just happened. It
is never my intention to open particularly
spectacular or dangerous lines, but it is not
me who sets the line. Suddenly it’s in front
of you and the boulder sets the level of the
challenge in terms of difficulty, but also in
terms of protection.
In the end, it is up to the individual
as to how many crash pads they want
to use for highballs. I prefer to work on
such projects alone, or with my very
best friends. I also do not think much
of arranging 10 pads or spotters, or
building large platforms to adapt the given
challenges to one’s personal comfort zone.
In this respect, I am old-school and often
take the longer way. I knew physically,
after the first day, that I could climb this
project. The real crux was the mind.
Since the smallest nuts and friends are

not an option, only the Birdbeak remains.
This is an unorthodox, new type of
protection for special occasions. Jacopo
Larcher commented that if worse comes
to worst, the Birdbeak could hold. After
this was clarified, I simply sat in front
of the wall for several hours, meditated,
and played through all the possibilities
and worst-case scenarios in my head.
Then I turned my focus on the inspection.
It is hard to describe the feeling where
all risk disappears because I have to
practice it every time – to boulder without
expectation and to capture the right
moment when the flow of the movement
grabs me and the climbing becomes
effortless. This is the moment when
everything becomes possible. For me, it
is the most beautiful way to climb. I don’t
need an adrenaline flash to feel alive.
Old-school as I am, I have worked out
a highlight which also in the years after
this pandemic will remain a memorable
milestone of 2020. I called this boulder
Grenzenlos, German for ‘Limitless’,
because even if it seems that our freedom
of movement is restricted by external
circumstances, the nature of the mind
demands that they be exceeded. The limit
is in your head. The mind is limitless.
MARCH–MAY 2021
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Tim Slab on the next Big Hit Highline in Upper Tonquani, Magaliesberg. Photo WES ANTONITES
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Teodor Iliev cranking an immaculate 7b in the God’s Eyes, Bulgaria. Photo ANDREW COURT
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Christo Lötter working a line on the sun-kissed east face of Pillar Box, Tafelberg, Cederberg, in the first rays of a new day. Photo DALENE VAN STADEN

GEAR REVIEWS
JR GEAR – Inflatable sleeping mats
review by Tony Lourens
Aye, I remember well the days of the old blue
condensed cell foam sleeping mats. Yes,
those ones we all had. After a 4-hour walk
up to Spout Cave, we’d dump our heaving
backpacks on the stony ground and go
climbing for the day. Returning to the cave
just before sunset, we would make something
to eat and, exhausted, we would pass out
on our little blue hard bed rolls, with nary a
thought for comfort or coziness. ‘Blue bed
roll,’ I hear you saying. ‘Luxury! We used to
sleep on a heap of gnarly pebbles . . .’
But seriously, that was way back in the ’70s
and ’80s, when we were young and the
ground was nowhere near as hard as it is
today.
Then in 1990 I embarked on a road trip
through the USA. We landed in Seattle, and
one of our first port-o’-calls was the REI shop
– a huge multi-level outdoor/climbing shop,
which to us little South Africans was like the
proverbial candy store to a child. There was
everything you could want on those shelves,
including some of the very first models of
compact inflatable sleeping mats. The shop
assistant inflated one and invited me to lie
on it. Five minutes later I was walking out
the store with my very first inflatable sleeping
mat, and I’ve never looked back, my trusty
blue foam pad a distant memory. Well, in the
decades that followed, inflatable sleeping
mats have evolved and come a long way, with
a number of brands now on the market.

First let’s determine what we are
looking for in an inflatable sleeping mat
Comfort: That is numero uno, of course. That
is why we have moved away from the blue
curse! Something soft and cosy that we can
sink into a little, and not have our hip bone
digging into the hard ground.
Insulation: Almost as important as comfort,
and in a way contributes to the comfort.
Not very handy having an inflatable mat
that lets all the cold through from the
ground, permeating your sleeping bag and
subsequently your tender exhausted bones.
Call the blue curse what you want, but one
thing that it did do was give decent insulation.
I remember using a blow-up lilo in Scotland
in the ’80s. Huge mistake. The next day I
went and bought 10 newspapers at the local
newsagent, and spread copious amounts of
printed matter beneath my lilo to increase
the insulation. Sleeping mats need good
insulation!

Size: Mats come in different sizes and
shapes, but at the end of the day, it is nice
to have a sleeping mat that fits your whole
body. That way you can also keep your feet
insulated from the cold ground.
Weight and roll-up size: Weight and size
is always of concern when backpacking,
so a light and compact sleeping mat (not
compromising insulation) is the way to go.
Valve: A good, effective and reliable valve is
essential.
Durability: By default, sleeping mats can’t
be made with heavy duty, super durable
materials, as this would severely impact on
the weight and compactness of the unit. You
should take extra care with your sleeping
mat – clear the ground before you lay it down,
check for anything sharp, like stones, sticks,
etc. and always lay your mat on a lightweight
protective groundsheet. This will go a long
way to avoiding punctures.
I recently put two JR Gear inflatable
sleeping mats through their paces – the
Venture, and the Presidon Insulated – and
this is how they measured up to the points
above.
Both mats inflate to a decent thickness,
making them super comfortable, but be
prepared for a little bit of hyperventilation, as
you will need about 20 good deep breaths to
fill them up. A JR Gear air pump is available
(sold separately), but if you’re backpacking
and weight conscious, then pumps will not
form part of your arsenal. The Venture has
broader tubing on each side to keep your
body in position on the mat, and the Presidon
is constructed with a more grippy nylon,
which serves the same purpose.
For general camping and backpacking in
warmer climates, the Venture sleeping pad
will do very nicely with an R-Value of 3, which
is more than adequate.
However, if you are intending to sleep at
higher altitudes, and/or where you expect
temperatures to drop to zero or below, then I
would definitely go for the Presidon Insulated
mat. This mat has a filling of PrimaLoft with a
reinforced Traverse Core, and coupled with
IR Reflective Technology (which reflects back
the ‘long’ infrared emitted from your body),
recovering part of your heat loss, gives a
whopping R-Value of 5.2, bearing in mind that
no sleeping mat (including the heavier ones)
has tested higher than 5.5.
Both mats come in different models –
rectangular, mummy shape and standard or
X-large, so plenty to choose from. Personally,
I prefer rectangular over mummy. The

difference is only 50 grams, but I like more
space for my feet to roam around.
Again, both mats are super compact when
rolled up and stored in their pouches, which
come with an additional cinching strap, to
make them even more compact. And both
mats come in at around the 500- to 600-gram
mark, so pretty lightweight.
JR Gear have introduced a great valve
system for their sleeping mats. It has a
double valve – opening the top one allows
you to blow air in, but does not allow any air
out, and releasing the bottom valve allows
all the air out really quickly, which makes for
quick and easy rolling and packing. But I love
the little green adjustment button which lies
beneath the top opening. This allows you to
gradually adjust your air pressure to perfect
comfort levels, after you have inflated the mat
to its fullest.
As far as durability goes, these sleeping
mats are treated with TPU, but are made
for comfort and lightness. It is really your
responsibility to look after your mat and keep
it away from rough or sharp ground. Always
use with a protective groundsheet. All JR
Gear sleeping mats come with a puncture
repair kit and also a spare adjustment valve
button.
In short, JR Gear’s range of sleeping mats
are well priced and will keep you warm and
comfy, just be sure to choose the one to suit
your adventure.
SPECIFICATION
Venture Rectangular standard
Estimated R-Value: ~ 3.0
40D nylon diamond ripstop fabric top and
bottom shave weight
Hydrolysis Resistant TPU (against moisture)
ALL-in-ONE valve
Repair kit included
Weight: 490 g
Size: 198 x 63 x 8.9 cm
Presidon Insulated Rectangular standard
Estimated R-Value: ~ 5.2
30D Stretchable Fabric
Hydrolysis Resistant TPU (against moisture)
100 g/m2 and 133 g/m2 PrimaLoft eco synthetic
patching
Infrared Reflective Technology
ALL-in-ONE valve
Repair kit included
Weight: 650 g
Size: 183 x 51 x 8.9 cm

What are R-Values
The R-value is a measure of how well a two-dimensional barrier, such as a layer of insulation, resists the conductive flow of heat (or cold). An
R-value can be given for a material, or for an assembly of materials. In the case of materials, it is often expressed in terms of R-value per unit
length (e.g. per inch or metre of thickness). R-values are additive for layers of materials, and the higher the R-value the better the performance.
What is TPU
TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane Resin) coated fabrics maintain their flexibility while being waterproof and lightweight. They are used to manufacture dry suits, survival suits, outdoor wear, and other safety wear. Garments made with TPU fabrics are UV resistant.
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JR GEAR – Ultra Lite Groundsheet
review by Tony Lourens
You would think that a simple, durable,
lightweight, no-frills groundsheet is easy to
find. Think again. I have been looking for
quite a while now and nada! Until now of
course. I was really pleasantly surprised
when the very thing I was desperately looking
for turned up on my desk for review.
A backpacking groundsheet must be super
light and compact as well as reasonably
durable, and JR Gear’s new Ultra Lite
groundsheet is very definitely that.
It is constructed from high tensile 40D
ripstop nylon which has a siliconized surface,
thus eliminating moisture and stains. And it
has six robust anchoring tabs that make it
easier to attach to trees, etc. if you need to
use your groundsheet as a shelter of sorts, or
to fix to the ground, or wrap around an injured
person.
The groundsheet is also generously
spacious, with more than enough room for
two people sleeping side by side, or if you are

out in the open and need to keep the dew off,
it can flipped over your bag quite easily.
Light and compact, and packing into its
own integrated stuff bag, this groundsheet is
what you have been looking for, and now it’s
here. It is the perfect companion for any of
the JR Gear inflatable sleeping mats.

SPECIFICATIONS
High tensile strength 40D nylon
Anchoring loops
Integrated stuff bag
Dimensions: 220 x 145 cm
Average weight: 235 g
Packed size: 8 x 18 cm

Venture
:
Presid R1350
on:

www.r

ammo

R1499

untain

.co.za

R699

za

www.rammountain.co.

PETZL – Boreo Helmet
review by Tony Lourens
Not sure if it is just me, but from where I
stand, it seems that helmets in general are
becoming more and more popular. I see more
people wearing them, even at sport crags. It
makes a lot of sense, really. An important job
of any helmet is to protect you from falling
debris, but it is equally important in protecting
your nut against severe blows to the side or
top of your cranium in the event of a fall, or
even when pulled sharply into or against the
rock when arresting a fall – either of which
could cause severe head injuries or even
death.
I have seen quite a few incidents where a
climber has been whipped upside down by
the rope being behind the leg during a fall –
and then come crashing down head first. I’ve
also seen a belayer getting yanked suddenly
into the rock holding a leader fall, and
cracking her head so badly against the rock,
that she had to be evacuated by a medical
rescue team.
That said, a helmet must also not hinder
you in any way – in other words it must be
light and comfortable, have good ventilation
(particularly important on hot summer days),
but with good head coverage and durability.
Petzl’s Boreo helmet, which is designed for
climbing, mountaineering, ice climbing, caving
and canyoning, is a versatile and tough
hybrid helmet, constructed from a hard ABS

shell and reinforced with a foam EPS lining,
to offer maximum protection against lateral,
front and rear impact forces. In addition, it is
super light, so it hardly even feels as though
you are wearing a helmet at all. And it has
a padded ring on the inside top, a padded
strip around the front of your forehead, and
excellent side ventilation, for extra comfort.
The fitted head harness also works really
well. It is soft, so conforms to the shape of
your head (no uncomfortable hard edges
poking your scalp), and the slide controls
at the rear of the helmet make it easily
adjustable while on your head. Also nifty is
that the harness folds away into the helmet
when not in use, so it can be stored or
stashed in your pack or duffel bag without
getting damaged or bent. It also has four clips
around the outside, making it compatible with
all headlamps, as well as Petzl’s VIZION eye
shield, which is ideal for rope access work, or
drilling and bolting new routes.
Climbing is a sport, a passion, a way of life . .
. but it’s not a game! And it is definitely not a
fashion show. We all have responsibilities to
our families and loved ones. Do the sensible
thing and protect your head in the hills! The
Boreo is the perfect all-round helmet at a very
affordable price and is available for guys and
gals.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
• Injection moulded ABS hardshell –
lightweight and durable; expanded
polypropylene and polystyrene liner,
polyester webbing
• Comfort foam is quilted and lined with
absorbent fabric that’s washable
• Precise headband adjustment with two pushbuttons and Y-shaped webbing straps that
can be adjusted around your ears
Guarantee: 3 years
Sizes: S/M and M/L
Weight: 285/295 g

R1125.90

www.outdoorshop.co.za
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Classic Climb

CLIFTON
CREST
LION’S HEAD

‘A JOLLY
GOOD 15’
by DONOVAN GOULD
How does the ‘modern
climber’ pay homage to a
classic route opened more
than six decades ago by
visionary mountaineers
Professor John ‘Tapeworm’
Grindley and Doctor Bill
‘Capsize King’ Turner?
One simply has to climb it.
Repeat it and climb it yet
again!
Donovan Gould railing out over the Atlantic Ocean
on pitch 5 of Clifton Crest. PHOTO TONY LOURENS
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ituated on the Clifton Sector of
Lion’s Head, it was this route that
inspired much excitement and
adventure, as well as many new routes
being opened in the 1950s all over the
Lion.
The first time I mentioned climbing
on Lion’s Head many climbers
recommended this classic. And my first
taste of Clifton Crest was on a Lead
Climber training course with Tony
Lourens, early December 2019. A frosty
north-westerly was blowing, and high
cloud was coming in from the sea. We
started out from the Tea Cave Ledge
as is the modern way of climbing the
route today. The first three pitches below
the tea ledge are not climbed that often
anymore due to less than perfect rock.
So effectively, we started up pitch 4,
where we climbed an obvious crack in
a corner on a recessed brown face with
some restios higher up, which do not
interfere or mar the route in any way.
The climbing is exciting, where much
protection was placed in the crack that

runs nearly halfway up the pitch. I
utilised many nuts and hexes and some
friends (as this was a Lead Training
climb) and with it being so cold, my
fingers numb, I fumbled and dropped
nearly a complete rack of nuts onto my
alert and trusty belayer below.
The holds are great and positive, and
there is also an old piton, which I made
convenient use of higher up near the
restios. This piton managed to arrest a
lead fall of a great climber and close
friend of mine. The pitch finishes by
performing a committing move through
a square recessed ramp, past some sweet
smelling malva plants.
The big ledge was crossed to the
Clifton Upper Sector, where we headed
to the left side of the Gendarme and
pitch 5 was started in an open-book
corner – this is the money pitch! I
looked up at the overhang at the top of
the corner and nervously moved up the
face and corner. Again my cold fingers
fumbled with the nuts and somehow I
managed to drop my entire rack of nuts

causing my poor belayer to dive for
cover. Profusely apologetic, I continued
up and thankfully still carried lots of
cams on my harness.
The pitch flowed beautifully, with
great holds and equally great gear. I
moved from the open book to the white
face on my left and snaked my way
back into the open-book corner on the
right. The rock is solid and many small
‘post-box’ features litter the top of the
pitch which happily accept gear, hands
and feet. I made use of another old
piton I discovered just before I reached
the ledge (cubbyhole) below the low
roof, where I made a stance to bring up
Mr Lourens. It was exciting for me to
watch a respected veteran of the South
African climbing community make
his way effortlessly up to this exposed
ledge where my legs and feet dangled
over the side. The view of Clifton and
Camps Bay beaches below made for an
aesthetically attractive bird’s-eye view
>>
from this cubbyhole ledge.
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Classic Climb
Once on belay, I railed off to the
right under the overhang and onto
the crest of the prow and posed
on this very exposed position for
the dramatic and famed photo
opportunity with the Apostles in
the background. I then made my
way up the tricky face to a ledge
with vegetation and a bolted abseil
anchor where I made a stance. The
wind was quite strong now and
this made for some tense moments
on my part because I could not
communicate with Tony below
the overhang as our shouting was
drowned out by the geometry
of the mountain and winds.
Fortunately, with some crafty
tugs on the rope I brought up my
‘instructor’ safely to my stance.
It was a thrilling journey thus far,
but due to the cold and windy
conditions, we decided to abseil
off to the fleshpots of the tea ledge.
The final pitches of the Crest are
also not climbed that often these
days, and common practice is to
abseil from the top of the third
pitch and climb another of the
many routes on this upper ledge.
I have returned with my climbing
partner, Marc Bromhall, to make
the ascent of the full route, starting
from the original first pitch in a
dark recess on the lower rock band
of the Lion. Marc remarked that
it felt as if we were on a totally
different mountain as the rock, a
much darker brown, is different
to what is found above. The
first pitch was easily climbed on
relatively good rock, and we made
our way up the second and third
slightly vegetated pitches. The first
three pitches are a build-up to the
fantastic climbing awaiting you on
the route ahead, a taste of what is
to come.
I have since guided my wife and
a few friends up Clifton Crest, all
spellbound by this classic route
with its climbing and astounding
views.
Clifton Crest will continue to
thrill ‘modern climbers’ for many
years to come as well as receive
many repeat ascents from the old
hands, and will forever remain the
Magnus Opus of Lion’s Head’s
‘Pride of Lines’.
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Donovan Gould climbing the immaculate corner
on pitch 5 of Clifton Crest. PHOTO TONY LOURENS

Classic Climb
Clifton Crest ***** (15)
FA: J. Grindley and B. Turner. 1958
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This timeless classic sparked off a hive of climbing
activity on the peak in the late ’50s and ’60s. It has since
proved consistently popular. The route starts from the
lowest rock band and is well worth climbing in its entirety.
Many parties start from Tea Cave Ledge on the second
band, but this misses out three fine pitches below.
Note: Climb the first 3 pitches with your pack, then leave
it at the Tea Cave, to be retreived on the descent.
Area: Clifton Sector, Lion’s Head
Grade: 15
Pitches: 8 (or less) depending where you start and finish
Best time: All year. Gets morning shade till about 1pm
Climb: 4 hours
Gear: Double ropes (50 m or 60 m will do), standard
trad rack. Stove and tea compulsory
Approach: Follow the circular tourist route up Lion’s
Head, until you round the corner on the north side. You
will see a path leading up to a paraglider launching
platform. Take this path and follow the continuation of
this path to the base of the rock and along to the base
of the route.
Start: The climb begins up a very pronounced dark
recess some 40 metres left of an obvious cave with trees.
1. 25m (11): Climb the recess to the overhang, then
traverse right below the overhang till able to move up
to a ledge. Walk about 6 metres right to the first short
break on brown rock (cairn).
2. 20m (14): Climb the undercut break to the ledge and
walk to the rightmost edge of the ledge. Climb onto a
block and, using the right-hand crack, climb to a stance.
Cross the ledge to a recess about 4 metres high.
3. 10m (15): Climb the recess, then break right and
continue to the Tea Cave traverse. Walk 10 metres left.
4. 23m (15): This pitch consists of a recessed brown
face with an obvious corner crack. Climb the brown
recessed face using the crack in the right-hand corner.
Step left and climb past a piton and up a short square,
bottomless recess to the ledge above. Cross the ledge
heading to the open book where the Gendarme meets
the flat face on its left.
5. 36m (15): Climb the open book to the ledge below the
overhang. Rail right to a small stance, then climb a slit
and short face to the top of the Gendarme. Belay from
a ledge with trees.
6. 20m (13): On the right-hand side of the face directly
above the Gendarme is a recess. Climb the recess till
able to climb on top of a tall block on a ledge. Step off
the block and pull up to the top of the face. Cross a
grassy ledge and scramble up a short wall to another
grassy ledge. Directly ahead is a crack in a V-groove.
7. 20m (14): Climb the V-groove to a grassy ledge, then
scramble up a short rock band to a larger ledge with
some loose rock on it.
8. 40m (8): Climb short faces interrupted by grassy
ledges to the top.
Descent
Either abseil down from the top of the Gendarme (pitch
5) to the big ledge and a further abseil down to the Tea
Cave Ledge, or if you climb to the summit, follow the
tourist route down, till able to break off right, as the
tourist route veers off to the left, to gain the huge ledge
that runs along the whole side of the mountain below
pitch 5, then make one abseil to the Tea Cave Ledge.
Walk along the Tea Cave Ledge to the left, around the
corner and then down to gain the Circular Route.
MARCH–MAY 2021
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SAFETY

inexperience – possibly when
moving from gym climbing to
real rock, where you have to do
everything yourself.
Climbing is an inherently
dangerous sport that can
cause serious injury and death,
particularly if you cut corners on
safety and act irresponsibly in
your belay duty.

Sport climbing is deemed by
most to be the safest discipline
in the sport of rock climbing.
But throughout the world and
right here in South Africa, we
continually witness a number of
serious and also fatal accidents
at the crags and also some
pretty dangerous practices.
This is due in most part
to complacency and also

AT THE
CRAGS
by TONY LOURENS
illustrations courtesy of BEAL

THIS IS THE FIRST IN A 2-PART SERIES ON SAFETY
PART 1: FITTING YOUR HARNESS, TYING ON AND BELAYING AT A SPORT CRAG
Proper and safe belaying is
mandatory in any form of climbing,
but somehow the complacency
that is bred at sport crags, by the
assumption that ‘nothing can really
go wrong’ at a small crag covered
in bolts and top anchors, has led to
general sloppy behaviour and shoddy
belay practices.
The climber and belayer are a team.
A team that puts each other’s lives
in the hands of their partner. Each is
responsible for their own safety, but
is equally responsible for the other’s
safety.
It starts with the correct fitting of
the harness, tying on to the rope and
proper and attentive belaying. We will
cover other safety aspects in Part 2.

1

2

Fitting your harness
A climbing harness is an essential piece of
equipment that we wear around our waist
and legs, so that when we fall or hang on
the rope, we are held in relative comfort. It
needs to fit well.
On more than one occasion I have seen
climbers at crags wearing their harnesses
like a rap gangster – hanging loose and
limp halfway down their arse. Not sure
what is trying to be achieved here, but a
loose-fitting harness is courting serious
injury at best. A harness must fit snuggly
and be aligned properly.
•
•
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Pull the harness up so the leg loops
are at the TOP of your thighs, not
hanging aimlessly near your kneecaps.
Once you are happy with the position
of your leg loops, fasten the waistband
of your harness around your waist
ABOVE your hip bones. Pull the
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HOW TO MAKE A FIGURE OF 8 KNOT

Different types
of harnesses
require slight
adjustments
when tying in.

HOW TO TIE A ROPE TO A HARNESS

WARNING: Do not become distracted while tying onto the rope. Start and finish your knot in one go, thereby making
sure that the job is done properly and completely. There have been a few occasions where climbers have fallen off
routes only to have the rope slip from their harness, due to an unfinished knot, causing them to fall all the way to the
ground, sometimes with fatal results.
Even after buddy checks, I have the habit of occasionally glancing down at my knot to reassure myself while
climbing, particularly as I am about to embark on the crux moves of a pitch.

•

•

waistband through the buckle until
the fit is snug and not loose in any
way. Remember to double back
if you don’t have an automatic
locking system on your harness.
Now go back to your leg loops and
adjust those (for harnesses with
adjustable leg loops), so that they
are both fitting snugly (but not too
tight).
Make sure that the belay loop (the
front of the harness) is centered
between your hip bones. This
determines that your harness is on
straight.

•

•

Also check that the two elastics
at the back of your harness, which
keep your leg loops from slipping
down, are centered and pulled
snug.
Do buddy checks.

You are now wearing your harness
properly and with a snug fit.
WARNING: Wearing a loose harness
is extremely dangerous. You can quite
easily fall out of it if tipped upside down,
or suffer injuries from the movement
around your waist caused by an ill-fitting
harness.

Tying on
Tying the rope to your harness is a
relatively simple procedure, but you will
be surprised at how many accidents
have been caused from sloppy or
incorrect tie-ins.
• Before tying on at the base of a route,
flake your rope out so that it lies
untangled and loosely on your rope
bag, ready to be fed through your
belay device to the person climbing.

Belaying
Belaying a lead climber or top rope
belaying is also a relatively simple
procedure, but things can go wrong quite
quickly if basic rules and principles are not
applied and adhered to. When things go
wrong in the game of climbing, it usually
happens very quickly and, almost without
exception, it is too late to rectify a mistake
when the proverbial poo hits the fan. It is
vitally important to take the job of belaying
very seriously. After all, when you are on
belay duty, you quite literally hold the life of
your partner in your hands.
• Make sure the rope is threaded
correctly through your belay device and
attached properly to the belay loop on
your harness by a locking carabiner.

Make sure there are no knots in the
rope and that the leader ties onto the
end that is on the top of the pile.
• Tie on using the UIAA standard figure
of 8 knot (or your preferred knot), by
threading the end of the rope through
both your leg loop and your waist
loop. Rethread the knot, making sure
that you keep the knot close to your
harness. Allow at least a 10 		
centimetre tail of rope coming out the
end of your knot and tie a half-hitch
or two to secure the end.
• Do buddy checks.

• Always do buddy checks on harness
fit and double backs, rope tie-ins and
the correct threading of the rope
through the belay device. Also check
that the carabiner gate is locked,
BEFORE the leader sets off on a pitch.
• ALWAYS, ALWAYS tie a knot in the
bottom end of your rope. Better still,
attach it to your rope bag. It is good to
get into this habit, even when you are
at a crag that is obviously not high
enough to cause concern, because it
means that you will remember to tie a
knot in the end of your rope at crags
that are of a questionable height.
This will prevent the rope from
escaping through the belay device
while lowering off a route, resulting in
the climber crashing down beside you
very abruptly.
>>

3

BUDDY CHECKS

Climber and belayer should
inspect each other to secure
safety.

The belayer
should make
sure the tail
end of the
rope closer
to him has a
termination
knot

The belayer is
too far from the
cliff and the path
of the rope - this
can lead to
injuries to both
the climber and
the belayer.
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SAFETY AT THE CRAGS
• Never stand too far from the base of the
crag when belaying a leader. This
causes an acute angle in the rope
between the first bolt and the belayer.
This means that if the leader falls, there
is a good chance that the belayer
will get pulled suddenly and quickly
towards the base of the crag,
increasing the chances of the belayer
releasing their brake hand to
instinctively protect themselves and
thereby causing the falling climber
to plummet into the deck. This is not as
important when top rope belaying, as

the force on the belayer is coming from
the anchor at the top of the crag.
• THERE ARE NO HANDS-FREE BELAY
DEVICES. Even the numerous assisted
braking belay devices available on the
market, that many use with frightening
complacency, it is quite clearly depicted
in brochures and video clips, etc. as
’belay devices with assisted braking’
and under no circumstances should be
used hands free.
• Belaying requires that your full attention
is on the person you are belaying:

1. Watch the leader’s every move, trying to anticipate what will happen next.
2. Will they require slack quickly to get the next desperate clip?
3. Is there going to be a sudden move, a dyno, or swift move to gain a high hold or
ledge?
4. Maybe there is too much slack in the system, especially when the leader is still
close to the ground.
5. Another responsibility of the belayer is to spot the leader to the first bolt if
necessary.
6. Sometimes slack needs to be fed into the system in the event of a fall above the
lip of a roof, thereby allowing the falling climber to swing under the roof and not to
crash into the lip.
7. At times it may even be beneficial for the belayer to jump up in the event of a fall
to ensure a soft catch and minimize shock load on the system
8. NEVER, for any reason whatsoever, release your brake hand from the rope.

DO NOT chat to others at the
crag while belaying
DO NOT eat or drink while
belaying
DO NOT smoke while belaying
DO NOT sit or lie down when
belaying
DO NOT let someone you don’t
know belay you.
Would you let a stranger look
after your children?

5

4

HOW TO PROTECT LOW LEVEL FALLS

The belayer
is responsible
for ensuring
the climber’s
safety especially
before the first
anchor.

HOW TO BELAY

The person managing
the belay should always
be alert and watch the
climber. The belayer
should keep both hands on
the rope and the belaying
device. Active belaying
means the belayer will
jump up to ensure a
smooth fall and minimize
shock load on the system.

The safety
of the lead
climber
requires the
belayer to be
alert.

The belayer is alert:
Always keep an eye on the climber.
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In case of a fall, the belayer can
voluntarily jump up to minimize
shock loading the system.

The proper use of assisted braking belay devices
The Gri Gri is a HANDS-ON device, but even so, some climbers still
tend to pay out slack incorrectly while using it. Below is a series of
diagrams that illustrate the correct belaying techniques while using
a Gri Gri or other similar devices for belaying a leader and top rope
belaying. Images courtesy of PETZL.
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Function Test
Belaying a second in
a top-rope situation

Belaying techniques
Paying out slack

Giving slack quickly when
the leader is climbing

Taking up slack

Arresting a fall

In the next issue we will discuss the correct clipping of quickdraws, rope position in relation to the climber when leading, the cleaning
of anchors and quickdraws on sport routes and also safe top roping techniques and practices. Until then, be safe in the hills.
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by ALLISTER FENTON

NEW BOULDER GYM
IN JO’BURG
It’s 5pm on a Tuesday and
the regular crowd is here. The
only difference is no one is
climbing . . . yet. That was two
weeks before we opened and
we’re amazed at the people
who offered to help us build
this beauty. Some people
stopped by after work for a bit of
sanding, others arrived during
lunch for a quick coffee and
some taping and painting.

F

riends and Allies is a new
bouldering gym in Johannesburg,
built for the community, by the
community. When we first started using
that term we didn’t realise how much the
community would get involved, it’s been a
self-fulfilling prophecy as new faces arrive
each day to put in a bit of work. Friends
and Allies offers some of the best training
facilities for climbing in South Africa. We
have a gear shop run by Vertigo, stocking
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a range of performance climbing gear
from Tenaya, Mad Rock, Friction Labs
and Scallywags training products. You
can work remotely from our workspace
and coffee shop, or get creative through
woodwork and metalwork downstairs with
the Made In Workshop.
Friends and Allies has the biggest
spray wall in the country. Two massive
boards at 30 and 40 degrees overhanging,
plastered with the best holds from Blue

Pill, Unit and Blocz, plus a few local and
Moon Board holds. A spray wall is one
of the best tools for training for climbing.
Adam Ondra says, ‘If you really want to
be strong, you have to climb on a spray
wall.’ Because there are so many holds,
the possibilities for movement patterns
are almost endless, allowing climbers
to recreate moves they find outside
and, because the walls are overhanging,
develop strength, power and coordination.
Training specificity is key for any type
of physical performance, and getting
stronger by climbing is as specific as you
can get. The spray wall can be used for
endurance training by creating circuits of
20 to 30 moves and even linking circuits
for extreme endurance training. Add On is
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Vibram Soles supplied & fitted
CLIMBING SHOES
Stealth rubber supplied & fitted
photo ALLISTER FENTON

a fun climbing game to play with friends,
and challenges you with styles and moves
that you’re not used to.
Our comp-style boulder wall has space
for a variety of problems from slabby to
overhanging. Slab climbing has become
a requisite skill for comp climbers as the
route setters test all aspects of climbing
ability, and being comfortable on a slab
is important for climbing outside. In the
training area, we have a Lattice Triple
Rung, a Tension Grindstone MK2 and
the 1000 and 2000 series Beastmakers.
A simple weight set and training area
with foam rollers, thera-bands and TRX
supplements on the wall training.
Our one-of-a-kind campus board keeps
the back of the gym lit, allowing light

from the windows to pass through. The
handmade African Rosewood campus
rungs are smooth on the skin with pockets
for training accuracy. Small, medium and
large rungs are available for power or
contact strength training.
While Friends and Allies is a small
facility, we’re big on community, and we
have big plans for growing climbing in
a healthy, responsible way. As our sport
grows and more people get involved,
it’s up to us, the climbers, to guide them
through their journey so they can be safe
and responsible users of the outdoors. If
you’d like to find out more, head over to
www.friendsandallies.co.za or see us on
instagram @friendsandallies_climb.
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Neat & clean chalets within walking distance
of Badkloof and other climbing spots.

10 Tanner Street, Montagu, 6720
Call Dave or Tara on 023 614 1294
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STAND A
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Crag Pack
Solution
Harness
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Hamp at
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R4750

• Winner will be announced on the 1st of April 2021
• Prizes will be shipped at the cost of Black Diamond
• Choice of colour/varients are subject to availability
• Winner will be chosen at random
• Only available to residents of South Africa

TO ENTER:
Simply follow, both Black Diamond South Africa and
SA Mountain on Facebook and Instagram.
Tag a friend and share the competition post to your
story #backdiamondsouthafrica #liveclimbrepeat.
Easy as that!
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C ! UTIONARY TALES
by ALLISTER FENTON

Deep in the lowveld, north-east of Polokwane, is a little mountain called Blouberg.
Its 350-metre north face is big, intimidating, and steeped in a history of epics and
adventures. A Friday night hike in is followed by an alpine start on Saturday.

A

n hour and a half of descending the
approach ramp found us at the base of
the wall in heavy mist with a light rain.
After a cold hour-long wait at the base, the wall
finally became climbable, and we left the ground
on our quest. We were hoping to get to the top
of Hey Jude (21), one of the classic routes on
the wall. The climbing was slow – weighed down
by the haul bag and the ‘weight’ of the climbing
above us, we were hesitant and not efficient. We
made it up to the grassy ledge 100 metres off the
ground. Chris O’Donovan, Kieran Richards and
I checked the time, looked up at 200 remaining
metres of climbing, and reluctantly decided to
bail. We’d been climbing too slowly, struggling
with the haul bag, and the late start meant we’d
be struggling to the top well after dark. A leisurely
lunch on the ledge was followed by the search
for the rap chains. I’d used them a few years
before and took some time remembering. We
joined the ropes and I threw them down the wall
with an alpine bomb. I went down first to do the
untangling and prep the next anchor so Chris and
Kieran could clip in easily when they arrived. The
final abseil to the ground starts on a small ledge
just above a big roof. I missed the chains and
had to climb up a metre to get to them, clipped
the quad in and tethered myself in. “Rope free!”
and Kieran followed me down with the haul bag.
He clipped in next to me and we manhandled the
haul bag onto the anchor as well. Chris came
down to join us and, as he unhitched his belay
device, the wind blew the ropes sideways and
out of reach.
There we were, three gumbies stuck on the
wall, no way up, no way down. We looked to
our right at the ropes blowing in the wind, about
8 metres away, so close yet so far. After a little
laugh/cry at the situation, we joined a bunch of
slings together and Chris bravely traversed the
wall to grab the ropes, belayed to the anchor
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with slings and ’biners and faith. We knew the
dangers of taking a fall onto a sling, even a small
factor 1 fall could snap a sling, and here we were
using them to protect an 8-metre traverse with
no dynamic rope to absorb the force of a fall, and
no gear to reduce the fall factor. Still, something
is better than nothing, right? After what seemed
like hours, but was probably only a few minutes,
Chris reached the ropes and clipped them to his
harness. The traverse back was done in fine
style, and we heaved a collective sigh of relief,
as we had a way down the wall again. We were
lucky the wind wasn’t gusting. I’ve seen ropes
blown across the wall or straight out from the
anchor when the wind blows up the wall. If they’d
been 20 or 30 metres away we truly would have
been stuck.
The walk back to the cave from the bottom
of the ramp is not a pleasant one, the haul bag
caught on every branch over the path and we
struggled up the loose scree on some sections.
When we were within a few hundred metres of
the cave, the thick mist we’d had in the morning
returned, and we spent a few hours walking
around in circles, only able to see 30 metres
around us, trying to find the cave, changing
headlamp batteries and checking Google Maps
which assured us we were only 20 metres from
the cave. Our sense of humour tank was rapidly
depleting and a few sketchy scrambles finally
took us to the cave where we had dinner and fell
asleep. A few hours later Hector, Arnie and Ben
returned. They’d been lost at the top of the wall
in the mist and only when it had cleared could
they start down.
When you head off on an adventure, make
sure you are prepared for any scenario, and
it helps if you clip the end of the rope into the
anchor while people are abseiling down to you.
Stay safe friends.
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Table Mountain • Cape Peninsula • Cederberg
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Towering high and proud above the Du Toit’s
Kloof valley is the steep and imposing Yellowwood
Amphitheatre. It commands a special place near
the left side of the De Le Bat ridges and is home
to some of the hardest and boldest trad routes in
South Africa, which form a verutable cicatrisation
over the huge and impressive expanse of grey and
yellow rock.
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STREET CREEK 24
By combining haulbag durability
with urban functionality, the Street
Creek 24 is your go-to commuter
pack, perfectly suited for early
morning missions to the gym, and
late-night bike rides home from
work. Also sports a handy laptop
pouch.

FORGED DENIM
PANTS
Focused for climbing, this pant
is burly, thanks to its Cordura™
fiber content, yet unbelievably
stretchy for moving over stone.
Featuring our V11 fit, be prepared
to slip into a pair and never want
to take them off … at least not for
climbing.
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